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Behavior targeting (BT) based on individual web⁃browsing his⁃
tory has become more valuable in precision marketing for
many companies through capturing users ’interest and prefer⁃
ence. It is common in practice that the behavior data collect⁃
ed from different online shopping applications are inconsis⁃
tent since they are labelled by different item taxonomy, where
the same behavior could have different representations and
therefore analysis confusion arises. To address this issue, we
propose a semantic similarity based strategy to transform the
heterogeneous behavior extracted from deep packet inspection
(DPI) data of a telecommunication operator into a unique stan⁃
dard one. The Word Mover’s Distance algorithm is exploited
to evaluate the semantic similarity of the distributed represen⁃
tations of two web⁃browsing histories. Moreover, the architec⁃
ture of the behavior targeting platform on Hadoop is imple⁃
mented, which is capable of processing data with size of PB
level every day.
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1 Introduction
n the era of mobile Internet, ubiquitous network pro⁃
vides users with convenient service through mobile
phones. This directly leads to large amounts of behav⁃
ior data transmitted in the network pipeline. The be⁃

havior data is the uniform resource locator (URL) that a user
views. It can be mined to learn user’s interest and preference,

further, to identify potential buyers from the large amounts of
Internet users. With the development of deep packet inspection
(DPI) technology, most operators and Internet service provid⁃
ers (ISPs) use it to extract users’behavior data and phone in⁃
formation (e.g. URLs, user agents, and phone numbers) for da⁃
ta mining [1], [2]. Furthermore, with the wide spread use of mo⁃
bile phones, more and more people tend to choose online shop⁃
ping on the phone due to its convenience, infinite choice, and
lower price [3]-[5]. Compared with the offline shopping, online
shopping behavior data can be collected through the DPI tech⁃
nology continuously, so that users’behavior can be consistent⁃
ly mined and then tagged with a semantic label to explain it.

In behavior targeting (BT) methodology, individual web ⁃
browsing behaviors are used to identify users’interest and
preference. Further, advertising can take advantage of BT to
achieve precise marketing. Therefore, it is of great significance
to online advertising and it has been studied for applications.
Natasha Singer has mined data tastes of music in Pandora [6].
WU Zenghong et al. have studied users’interest in map ser⁃
vice based on browse behavior [7]. ZHU Qiushan et al. ana⁃
lyzed users’interest in video recommendation [8]. Although
some studies have been conducted on online shopping plat⁃
forms [9], [10], BT has not been studied on online shopping
due to the heterogeneity of online stores and different hierar⁃
chical taxonomies between online stores.

For users’behavior on online shopping platforms, one of the
key technical issues in BT is the problem of how to generate la⁃
bels based on URL with accuracy, comprehensiveness, consis⁃
tency and semantic, which mainly represents the behavior of a
user, Therefore, we have to extract the information of items
(products) that a user is browsing. Online shopping stores use
stock ⁃ keeping units (SKU) as a unique ID to represent a
unique item [11], and a SKU is transmitted in the URL when
the user is browsing it. However, the SKU is just a code and it
does not have semantic meaning. So there is no help on ex⁃
plaining users’behavior. However, the item represented by a
particular SKU has a hierarchical taxonomy label on the web⁃
site of online store. This hierarchical taxonomy label is a com⁃
prehensive and accurate description of the item. More impor⁃
tantly, the hierarchical taxonomy label that implies users’in⁃
terest and preference can describe users’online shopping be⁃
havior, which is the target of BT.

BT on the shopping platform based on DPI has the following
challenges. First, SKU transmits in the URL through URL pa⁃
rameters. The parameters are made of a key and value separat⁃
ed by an equals sign (=) and joined by an ampersand (&). We
identify the SKU by the key from the URL. Due to the heteroge⁃
neity of online stores, the key is different between them, which
makes it hard to extract SKU from different online stores. Sec⁃
ondly, heterogonous online stores have different taxonomy sys⁃
tems, which leads to the situation where one item has inconsis⁃
tent representations but similar semantic labels, and may easi⁃
ly cause confusion. Therefore, these challenges must be con⁃
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quered to construct accurate, comprehensive, consistent and
semantic labels on users’behavior.

The main contribution of our work is the development of an
extensive methodology for attaching a semantic label to users’
online shopping behavior and implement this methodology on
Hadoop platform. Our methodology addresses all the above
challenges. First, we adopt the Word Mover’s Distance
(WMD) algorithm to handle inconsistent hierarchical taxonomy
labels due to the different taxonomy of heterogonous online
shopping applications. Second, our work extracts the item ID
from URL according to the rules of regular expression. We ana⁃
lyze the key of SKU in the URL and find it delivered in several
forms in every single online shopping application. A bunch of
rules are then summarized for the online shopping applications
we studied. Third, we collect the hierarchical taxonomy labels
corresponding its SKUs through the web crawler. Finally, we
design and implement a platform to achieve our purpose.

Our intention of this work is to develop an extensive method⁃
ology for BT on users’online shopping behavior, and detect in⁃
terest ⁃ based targeting. By this we hope to provide operators
and ISP with BT, which supports further data mining, such as
user profiles and precision marketing [12]. The rest of the pa⁃
per is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
methodology of our data analysis from input to output. The im⁃
plementation of the methodology based on Hadoop is present⁃
ed in Section 3. Section 4 then gives the conclusion and future
research directions.

2 Methodology
In this section, we introduce the methodology of attaching a

hierarchical and semantic label to users’online shopping be⁃
havior based on DPI data. As for the data source, we introduce

two kinds of data we used in our analysis. Then in the label
processing part, we adopt the WMD algorithm to aggregate the
labels with same semantic meaning but different representa⁃
tions. In the DPI processing part, the rules of regular expres⁃
sion are made to extract the item ID from URL and query the fi⁃
nal label according to the item ID. Fig. 1 shows the overview
of the data analysis model.
2.1 Data Source

2.1.1 DPI Data
In our analysis, DPI data was provided by one of the largest

operators in China. It contains more than tens of millions anon⁃
ymized mobile phone data records in a period of two months in
2016. The data fields we used in our methodology are present⁃
ed in Table 1, and other 33 data fields are omitted.

In the Table 1, the international mobile subscriber identity
(IMSI) is the unique identifier tied with unique users. More⁃
over, it is encrypted by Message ⁃Digest Algorithm (MD5) for
privacy and security concerns. The URL represents the content
that users are browsing, and only URL from online shopping
applications is retained after being filtered by the domain
name. Our intention is to extract the SKU, which is contained
in the URL that users request from the massive DPI data. ST
and ET are used to mark the behavior time of online shopping.
To understand SKU easily, we denote ID as item ID in the fol⁃
lowing context.
2.1.2 Web Crawler

The item ID consists of a string of numbers or characters. It
is an identifier of item and it does not have any semantic mean⁃
ing. Hence it cannot help us target users’online shopping be⁃
havior. Therefore, we have to retrieve the hierarchical taxono⁃
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Figure 1.▶
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my label through the web crawler. The hierarchical taxonomy
label represents what users are browsing, and implies users’
interest and preference.

According to iResearch’s report, titled“Online Shopping In⁃
dustry Monitoring Report in China 2016 [13]”, the top six on⁃
line shopping stores accounted for more than 80% of the on⁃
line shopping market in China, and these top six stores are
JingDong, Gome, Suning, Dangdang, Amazon, and Taobao &
Tmall. We are focusing on retrieve hierarchical taxonomy la⁃
bels from the above six online stores. In an online store, each
product corresponds to a unique item ID while this item ID cor⁃
responds to a hierarchical taxonomy label. For example, an
item from Jingdong is 133980, and its hierarchical taxonomy
label is‘Men’s Clothing → Bottoms → Pants’. As a result,
when we extract an item ID from the URL, the hierarchical tax⁃
onomy label corresponding to this item ID can be attached to
the behavior this time.
2.2 Label Processing

Because the above six online stores have different taxonomy
systems, it can lead to the situation where one item has incon⁃
sistent representations but similar semantic labels and cause
confusion. For example, in Table 2 that shows the labels of
iPhone 7 in four online stores, the strings before iPhone 7 rep⁃
resent the hierarchical taxonomy labels.

As Table 2 shows, these labels have the same meaning but
different representations of hierarchical taxonomy, and the
shortcoming of the original taxonomy is obvious. First, the la⁃
bels in Suning and Gome are in a reversed form, i.e., Mobile

Communication → Mobile Phones and Mobile Phones → Mo⁃
bile Communication. Second, the label in JingDong repeats
“Mobile Phones”which shows redundancy. Third, the corre⁃
sponding level of taxonomy has different category grain. Last
but not least, all these labels are used to describe iPhone 7,
but the labels are different, which leads to confusion easily.
Considering these drawbacks of original taxonomy, we normal⁃
ize these labels to a unified meaning for easy understanding
and this is useful for further data analysis.

We adopt one consistent taxonomy label to represent those
similar semantic labels. In this paper, we call the raw hierar⁃
chical taxonomy labels crawled from the website as irregular la⁃
bels. Our intention is to construct a consistent hierarchical tax⁃
onomy system based on semantic meaning. The system aggre⁃
gates those similar semantic irregular labels to a unified one,
and maps all these irregular labels to a standard label by stan⁃
dard label system. The basis of mapping irregular labels is the
method of semantic similarity, which means we map irregular
labels to a standard label with semantic similarity. We will al⁃
so introduce how to achieve our intention through calculating
the similarity between irregular and standard labels.
2.2.1 WMD Based on Word2vec

In our analysis, the irregular label and standard label are
both hierarchical and contain several words, because we can⁃
not calculate label semantic similarity directly. However, we
creatively consider the label (irregular and standard) as a docu⁃
ment, and calculate the label similarity through WMD algo⁃
rithm, which measures the similarity of two documents based
on word2vec embedding. The algorithm was introduced by
Matt J. Kusner et al. in 2015 [14]. Before elaborating WMD in
detail, we introduce its basis—word embedding.

Word embedding is a language model and a kind of feature
learning technique in natural language processing (NLP),
where words or phrases from the vocabulary are mapped to vec⁃
tors. Although one⁃hot representation and distributed represen⁃
tation can both handle word embedding [14], [15], all the meth⁃
ods essentially use distributed representation in some way. Dis⁃
tributed representation states that words appearing in the same
contexts share the semantic meaning. Then semantic similarity
between words can be represented by the distance of corre⁃
sponding vectors

In 2013, T. Mikolov et al. introduced word2vec. It is a par⁃
ticular group of models for learning word embedding from cor⁃
pus and based on distributed representation [16], [17]. Their
model learned a vector representation for each word, using a
(shallow) neural network language model. Speci fi cally, they
proposed a neural network architecture (Continuous Bag ⁃ of ⁃
Words model and the Skip⁃Gram model) which consists of an
input layer, a projection layer, and an output layer to predict
the nearby words. After training on a large data set, the seman⁃
tic similarity between words can be represented by the spatial
distance of the vectors. This model has the ability to learn rela⁃
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▼Table 1. The formats of DPI data

IMSI: international mobile subscriber identity URL: uniform resource locator

Serial number
1
2
3
4
5

Data field
IMSI

Start time
End time
URL

Domain name

▼Table 2. Different labels of iPhone 7 from four online stores

Online store

Jingdong

Amazon

Suning

Gome

Hierarchical taxonomy
手机→手机通讯→手机（Mobile Phones → Mobile

Communication → Mobile Phones → IPhone 7）
电子→手机通讯→手机（Electronics → Mobile
Communication → Mobile Phones → IPhone 7）

手机&数码→手机通讯→手机（Phones& Digital → Mobile
Communication → Mobile Phones → IPhone 7）

手机→手机通讯→手机（Phones → Mobile Communication →
Phones → IPhone 7）
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tionships of complex words (Fig. 2), which can be explained by
the following equations:

v( )phone ≈ v( )cellphone , (1)
( )electronics - v( )phone ≈ v( )sports - v( )basketball . (2)
The learning process of word embedding is unsupervised

and it can be computed on the text corpus of interest or be pre⁃
computed in advance. Although we prefer word2vec to learn
word embedding, other methods of word embedding are also
feasible [18]- [20]. In the following introduction of WMD, we
assume that a finite vocabulary size of n words is trained by
word2vec according to the specific corpus and each word in
the vocabulary is represented by a vector.

In Fig. 3, Label 1 is Mobile Phones → Mobile Communica⁃
tion → Mobile Phones, and Label 2 is Electronics → Mobile
Communication → Mobile Phones. Because we calculate label

distance through word distance, word segmentation must be
used to split the label. Fig. 3 shows Labels 1 and 2 after word
segmentation. The number beside the word is the weight occu⁃
pied in the corresponding label. We denote the word in Label
1 as the word i and that in Label 2 as the word j. The weight of
the word is denoted by wword i . It represents the frequency of
the word divided by the number of total words in this label af⁃
ter word segmentation, because we assume that labels are rep⁃
resented as a normalized bag of word (nBOW) vectors. The dis⁃
tance between the words i and j is denoted as
d( )word i,word j = || ||word i -word j 2 . Then we will show how
to calculate the label distance by word distance.

First, each word i in Label 1 is calculated with any word in
label 2 in total or in parts, and we use Tij to denote how many
word i are involved in distance calculation with the word j. Sec⁃
ond, to make total weights of the word involved in the distance
calculation, Tij should satisfy the equation ∑j

Tij =wword i and
∑j

Tij =wword j . At last, the distance between two labels can be
defined as the minimal cumulative distance of words distance.
Naturally, the following linear program provides the minimal
cumulative distance of Labels 1 and 2. More details can be
found in [14].

D =min∑
i, j

Tijd( )word i,word j ,Tij ≥0, (3)
and (3) is subject to (4) and (5):
∑

j

Tij =wword i ∀i ∈{ }1,2,…,n , (4)

∑
i

Tij =wword j ∀j ∈{ }1,2,…,m . (5)
According to the WMD algorithm, the distance between two

documents can be calculated, but how to construct a standard
label system and map the irregular label to a standard one is
not mentioned. Then we will introduce the construction of a
standard label system and label mapping based on the WMD
algorithm.
2.2.2 Standard Label System

Because of the different taxonomy systems, labels crawled
from different online stores have different representations for a
particular product. Consequently, we put forward a standard la⁃
bel system considering the diversity of online stores. Then we
map all irregular labels to standard labels. We find out that the
hierarchical taxonomy of Gome is more reasonable and more
complete than the other online stores. Therefore, we take the la⁃
bel system of Gome as the base standard label system, and
complete it according to labels from other online stores. Table
3 shows the samples of the standard label system.
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▲Figure 3. The distance between labels.

Label 1: Mobile Phones➝
Mobile Communication➝

Mobile Phones

▲Figure 2. Words relationship after training by word2vec.
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In the standard label system, each label has a unique ID,
which is also hierarchical. The label and its label ID both have
three levels, and each three numbers (001⁃999) in a label ID
correspond to a phrase in the label. In the data processing of
DPI data, we use the label ID instead of the label to save stor⁃
age and perform data analysis. We then construct the standard
label system based on WMD.

First of all, we deduplicate the raw taxonomy label of Gome
and take it as the initial standard label. Second, other labels
are merged to this tree according to the WMD algorithm. If the
distance between two labels is smaller than the threshold ε, we
think these two phrases have the same semantic meaning. That
is to say, these two labels can be replaced with each other se⁃
mantically. The pseudo code of constructing the standard label
system algorithm is elaborated in Algorithm 1.

2.2.3 Label Mapping
After constructing the standard label system, we map all ir⁃

regular labels to standard labels for consistency. The purpose
of label mapping is to find the label which has the greatest se⁃
mantic similarity in the standard label system for every irregu⁃
lar label. In other words, we should find a label in the standard
label system to satisfy a given irregular label.

minWMD( )irregular lable,sl sl ∈ standard label system. (6)
We can easily understand the label mapping from Fig. 4.

Given an irregular label in the left, we need to find a label
from the standard label system in the right to satisfy (6). For an
irregular label in a nutshell, we need to find a label in the stan⁃
dard label system to achieve the minimal label distance. At
last, every irregular label is mapped to a standard label.
2.3 DPI Processing

In this part, our intention is to extract the item ID from URL
following a bunch of rules of regular expression (Regex), a
string matching algorithm. The algorithm is designed for
“find”or“find and replace”operations on strings and it is per⁃
fectly suitable for our needs. But it still has two problems.
First, URL contains multiple information in the form of parame⁃
ters and we have to recognize which part involves item ID. Sec⁃
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Algorithm 1: Construct Standard Label System
Input: labels from six online stores.
Output: the standard label system.
Initial parameters:

deduplicate label taxonomy of Gome as the standard label
system, denoted as Standard_System

deduplicate label taxonomy of other online stores, denot⁃
ed as Irregular_System

for ire_label in Irregular_System {
minDistance = INTEGER.MAX_VALUE
for sta_label in Standard_System {

tempDistance = WMD(ire_label, sta_label)
If (tempDistance < minDistance) {

minDistance = tempDistance
}
If(minDistance > ε){

Standaard_System.add(ire_label)
}else{

▼Table 3. The samples of standard label system

Label ID

001001001

001001002

001002001

001002002

002001001

002001002

002002001

Standard label
手机数码→手机通讯→手机（Phone & Digital → Mobile

Communication → Mobile Phone）
手机数码→手机通讯→对讲机（Phone & Digital → Mobile

Communication → Interphone）
手机数码→手机配件→移动电源（Phone & Digital → Phone

Accessories → Mobile Power）
手机数码→手机配件→蓝牙耳机（Phone & Digital → Phone

Accessories → Bluetooth Earphone）
电脑→电脑整机→笔记本（Computer → Computer machine →

Laptop）
电脑→电脑整机→台式主机（Computer → Computer machine →

Desktop）
电脑 办公设备→打印机（Computer → Office Equipment → Printer）

continue
}

}
}
traversing the Standard_System, output the label and en⁃

code with its label ID

▲Figure 4. The example of label mapping.

Jewelry➝Diamonds➝Loose
Diamonds

Digital➝Digital Accessories
➝Mobile Power

Digital➝e⁃Education➝
Repeater

Phone➝Phone Accessories
➝Phone Headset

Jewelry➝Diamonds➝
Diamond Ring

Mobile Phone➝Phone
Accessories➝Battery/
Mobile Power

Irregular label

…
…

…
…

…

Jewelry➝Diamond➝Diamond
Jewelry

Mobile Digital➝Fashion
Digital➝Repeater

Mobile digital➝Mobile Phone
Accessories➝Mobile Power

Mobile Phone Digital➝Phone
Accessories➝Phone Headset

…
…

…

Standard label system
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ond, we have to consider six online shopping stores, which in⁃
creases the difficulty because the keys of item ids are different
between heterogonous online stores. Next we will introduce our
procedure of processing DPI data and solutions to the above
problems.

First of all, we filter out the data of the six online shopping
applications from DPI data through the domain name. Second,
we extract the item ID from the URL through Regex match. At
last, we query the corresponding label according to the item ID
from the database. But how to get the Regex? We summarize it
manually from the large raw DPI data for particular online
store, and then we introduce our methodology to summarize the
Regex in an example of Jingdong.

In the beginning, we filter out a large number of URLs from
Jingdong. Then we identify the key of item ID from tens of pa⁃
rameters of URL. In this process, we find out there are several
forms of the key even in one online shopping application. Fi⁃
nally, the item ID with the form of key⁃value is transformed to
Regex manually. Table 4 shows the Regex matching item IDs
in Jingdong. All these Regex has been tested by real URL that
users have browsed.

Through the way above, the Regex of other five online shop⁃
ping applications can also be summarized. Table 5 shows the
number of Regex of these applications.

3 Implementation Based on Hadoop
The data scale of telecom network has reached to PB level

for each day, so a big data platform with high reliability and
high effectiveness is extremely important for operators. We de⁃
sign a big data platform based on Hadoop to achieve our goal
through the above methodology. In a nutshell, users’behavior
can be consistently mined and attached to a label on this plat⁃
form.

The architecture of the platform consists of four modules
(Fig. 5). They are data storage, data collecting, label process⁃
ing and data processing.
3.1 Data Storage

In the era of big data, it is impossible to
store extremely massive amounts of data in
a single machine with varieties of demands.
Therefore, alternative technologies have
been investigated in order to solve this is⁃
sue. Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) works as a part of a Hadoop cluster
or as a stand ⁃ alone universal distributed
file system. It is widely used as a storage
system in industry area because of its high
stability and scalability. In our data storage
module, we also adopt HDFS as our storage
system for DPI data. Haddop’s database
(HBase) is a non ⁃ relational database and

HDFS is served as its physical storage. However, their func⁃
tions are different in our system.
1) HDFS. In our system, HDFS mainly stores two kinds of

files. One is the raw DPI data from telecom operators, which
generates every day in a directory named by date and prov⁃
ince. The other is temporary result, it contains the raw item
labels crawled from the web, the standard labels after label
processing and the final results of data processing module,
that is, the user ID, timestamps and standard label connect⁃
ed by comma.

2) HBase. We adopt HBase to store the item ID and its stan⁃
dard label. HBase can support storage and query in the form
of key ⁃value pairs compared with HDFS, which just meets
our demands for the storage of item ID and standard label
and the query by item ID. Second, HBase is a member of
Hadoop, which can be well integrated with MapReduce in
data processing.
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DPI: deep packet inspection
HBase: Haddop’s database

HDFS: Hadoop Distributed File System
WMD: Word Mover’s Distance

▼Table 4. The Regex of item IDs in Jingdong

Serial number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Regex
ware[iI]d|sku(=|%3D)(\d+)

order.*ware[iI]d(=|%3D)(\d+)
jd\.com/(product/)?(\d+)\.html

productIds=(\d+)
orderComment/(\d+)
item\.jd\.com/(\d+)

▼Table 5. The number of Regex of the six applications

Application
Jingdong
Suning
Amazon
Gome

Dangdang
Taobao & Tmall

Number
6
5
4
4
2
4

▲Figure 5. Data analysis architecture.

Preprocessing ReduceMap Data processing: Mining
label from DPI

Label processing: Mapping
label to standard labelWord2vec WMD

Data collecting: Crawling
data from webScrapy framework

Standard
label

HBase

Temporary
result

DPI
HDFS

Data storage
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Before we adopt HBase as our key⁃value database, we com⁃
pared the performance of HBase and Redis [21], which is a key⁃
value database based on in⁃memory storage. The results show
that Redis supports higher concurrent requests, while HBase
can also satisfy our concurrent requests. Finally, considering
the stability and price, we adopt HBase as our database to
store item information.

In our implementation, the format of item information and
samples are shown in Table 6. The column family: qualifier
and timestamp can be set by a default value, while Rowkey
and cell value must store the corresponding item ID and its
standard label. Furthermore, six tables need to be created to
store the information of six different online stores.
3.2 Data Collection

This module is used to collect data from websites, in other
way, crawl the item ID and irregular labels from the online
store. We implement this function to extract the data from web⁃
sites based on an open source and collaborative framework
named Scrapy [22]. Fig. 6 shows the framework of Scrapy.

This framework is responsible for crawling item information
from the website without considering the scheduler and down⁃
loader because they are implemented by the framework. All we
need to do is to implement the spider module in the Fig. 6, and
focus on the design of our spider. The design of our spider
takes hierarchical labels into consideration, because three⁃lev⁃
el hierarchical label corresponds to three ⁃ level hierarchical
websites. Therefore, we start our web crawler from the starting
page, which corresponds to the first level of the hierarchical la⁃
bel. Then we find all secondary page and save it. Furthermore,

all the secondary pages are crawled and the last level page of
the website is saved. At last, we crawl all last pages and save
all hierarchical labels.

We need to pay attention to one problem, that is, the item in⁃
formation is always changing slowly. Therefore, spiders should
be launched periodically to re⁃crawl the item information. The
new items browsed by users cannot be attached to a label be⁃
cause we have not crawled this item information. Therefore, we
calculate the percentage of the URL from which we can match
the item ID but cannot get the label. Once this percentage is
greater than 5, we launch our spiders and re⁃crawl the website.
As for new item information, if item ID exists in the last ver⁃
sion, we just update the hierarchical label when it changes,
and if the item ID does not exist, we add this item information
to HBase.
3.3 Label Processing

This section focuses on transferring the item ID → the irreg⁃
ular label to the item ID → standard label. The main algorithm
is introduced in Section 2.2, and the realization of the label
processing is as follows.
1) Construct a vocabulary of word embedding, which is trained

by word2vec according to the specific corpus from the web.
The word2vec is trained with the corpus from Sogou Labs
[23]. It contains various types of content of 130 million origi⁃
nal web pages and the amount reaches 5 TB. More impor⁃
tantly, the corpus may directly influence the accuracy of
WMD, so a large corpus should be adopted.

2) Construct the standard label system based on the label tax⁃
onomy of Gome. In this step, threshold ε should be studied
to make the standard label reasonable. We made experi⁃
ments with different values of ε and found that ε = 1.1
makes the standard label system more reasonable. In this
condition, the standard label system has 2153 hierarchical
labels, which contains 25 first ⁃ level phrases, 296 second ⁃
level phrases and 1620 third⁃level phrases.

3) Map the item ID → the irregular label to the item ID →
standard label according to the Algorithm 1. After mapping
the irregular label, every item ID corresponds to a unique
standard label.

4) Store the item ID → the standard label to HBase in corre⁃
sponding tables. In this step, we create six tables with the
same names of the corresponding online store. The item
ID → standard label is written into the corresponding table
in the format mentioned in Section 3.1.

3.4 Data Processing
In this part, we will focus on the processing of massive

amounts of DPI data based on Hadoop MapReduce, which is
the most popular open source implementation of the MapRe⁃
duce framework proposed by Google [24]. The feature of Ha⁃
doop MapReduce is high fault tolerance and scalability. It is
easy to program and perfectly suitable for our demands [25],
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▼Table 6. The store format of item information and samples

Rowkey
Item ID
4005363

3726830

Column family: qualifier
“label:standard”
“label:standard”

“label:standard”

Timestamp
default
default

default

Cell value
Standard label

(Computer → Computer → Laptop)
(Phone & Digital → Mobile

Communication → Mobile Phone)

▲Figure 6. The framework of Scrapy.

Websites of
online stores

Downloader

Scheduler

Spiders

Scrapy engine

Requests

Requests

Responses
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[26]. There are two stages
named map and reduce in a
Hadoop MapReduce job, we
only have to define the map
and reduce to finish our job.
The input and output for⁃
mats of map and reduce are
shown in Fig. 7. The for⁃
mats are denoted as a set of
key⁃value pairs (key, value).
The procedure of DPI data
processing is as follows.

1) Map
The Map process is to transfer the URL to item ID based on

regular expression matching, as shown in Fig. 1. We take two
modules to achieve this function in this phase, they are Filter
and Regex Match.

Filter: The input format is key⁃value pairs of raw DPI data,
which contains a lot of information. The key is offset of current
line in the file and the value is raw DPI data. Filter extracts
the information we need, including the use ID, URL, time⁃
stamp and domain name shown in Table 1, abandoning other
information such as user agent, data size, protocol, and IP. At
the same time, Filter also extracts the data from the top six on⁃
line stores according to their domain names and abandon other
DPI data. Moreover, we take IMSI encrypted by MD5 for priva⁃
cy and security concerns as unique ID of users. In a nutshell,
the output of Filter is in the form of key⁃value pairs (encrypted
IMSI, URL from top six online stores| timestamp| domain
name).

Regex Match: This module handles all URLs after Filter
through Regex matching to extract the item ID. It is difficult to
follow tens of rules of Regex from the top six online stores to
match the item ID. We adopt two strategies to handle this prob⁃
lem. One is matching all rules for one URL and ignoring which
application the URL is from. We call this strategy Global
Match. The other one is identifying which application the URL
is from first, and then matching the URL based on rules from
the corresponding application. We call it Partial Match.

We found that Partial Match costs less time than Global
Match based on our experiment in the Table 7. In the experi⁃
ment, the number of nodes in our Hadoop cluster is 104, and
the time refers to the duration of the Map phase. The final out⁃
put of the Map phase is key⁃value pairs (encrypted IMSI, item
ID | timestamp | domain name).

2) Reduce
Reduce finishes the last step of our data processing, that is,

querying the standard label from the corresponding tables in
HBase. In this process, we need to construct six table connec⁃
tions to HBase and then get the standard label by item ID. The
item ID from the Map process is queried and then output to the
(encrypted IMSI, standard label and timestamp) to a directory.

3) Configuration

Some necessary configuration parameters need to be set first
in the job of launching a MapReduce. For example, the input
and output format of Map and Reduce, the directory of original
input and final output, and the number of Reduce.
3.5 Results

After all the work is done, we achieve the BT on the DPI da⁃
ta, which can attach a Hierarchical label on user behavior. Ta⁃
ble 8 shows the results of our methodology and implementation.

The IMSI is the unique ID tied with unique users, and en⁃
crypted by MD5 for privacy and security concerns. The URLs
represent users’browsing behavior and the labels are the BT
on their behavior. These labels imply users’interest and pref⁃
erence, which will help identify potential buyers from the large
amounts of Internet users.

4 Conclusions
We developed an extensive methodology for BT on users’

online shopping behavior. The methodology is based on hierar⁃
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DPI: deep packet inspection

▲Figure 7. Implementation of Hadoop MapReduce.

▼Table 7. Experiment results

DPI data size

2.7 Tb
470 Gb

Time cost in map
Global match
1 h 13 min
17 min

Partial match
46 min
10 min

▼Table 8. The final results of the proposed scheme

IMSI: international mobile subscriber identity URL: uniform resource locator

IMSI
898A93AA58976A4945

6222D58420B6B1

4B0DA828BDF06C1C2
1BC8926456402CA

45DCF28D2D947447F3
C9B87E24491131

DF6D96FC9B386DABF
2E5C0AADB508BC1

URL
http://item.m.jd.com/
product/3368118.html

http://cd.jd.com/img/
channel?callback=
jQuery6841693

|http://product.dangdang.
com/23215376.html

http://item.m.gome.com.cn/
product⁃A0004771496⁃
pop8003858741.html?

cmpid=seo_baidu_kapian

Label
Online shopping →

Appliances → Health
appliance

skuId=10483088139&_=
1503617852363& Online

shopping → Home building →
Home textile cloth → Sheets
Online shopping → Books →

Political/Military
Online shopping → Home

appliance → Personal care →
Shaver

DPI Filter
(k1,v1)

Map

Regex
match

(k2,v2)
Query

Reduce
(k3,v3) Output

Con
figu

rati
on
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chical and semantic taxonomy aggregation. As a result, we can
attach a hierarchical and semantic label to online shopping be⁃
havior, which will help identify potential buyers from the large
amounts of Internet users and achieve precision marketing. We
adopted the WMD algorithm to aggregate similar semantic la⁃
bels to a unified label, and implemented our methodology on a
big data platform. It performed efficiently to mine users’be⁃
havior on online shopping applications.
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